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theories of the motor circuit will be an impor-
tant advance.

These two papers2,3 highlight how genetics- 
based tools are revolutionizing the study of 
behavioral neuroscience in simple animal 
models. Engineered proteins targeted to spe-
cific neurons have been used to map neural 
circuits8, monitor neural activity during 
behavior9,10 and now to precisely manipu-
late neuronal function at the single-cell level. 
With the development of automated tools to 
 effectively exploit these reagents, the possibility 
of understanding the complete neural circuitry 
of C. elegans has become a realistic goal.

The lessons learned from these studies, as 
well as the technologies used to obtain them, 
should provide important stepping stones 
toward a similar mechanistic understanding 
of more complicated brains, including those 
of flies, fish and ultimately humans.
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and inhibiting muscles and neurons, and show 
how controlled spatial and temporal stimuli 
will advance understanding even in some 
well-described neural circuits. For example, 
it is well known that anterior touch causes 
reversals in C. elegans, whereas posterior 
touch causes forward acceleration, consistent 
with a simple escape response. Until now, it 
has been difficult to quantitatively assess the 
competition between the two, but by varying 
the intensity between anterior and posterior 
illumination, Stirman et al.3 provide some 
insight into how the two stimuli are integrated 
into a behavioral output.

Given that C. elegans locomotion is thought 
to have an important proprioceptive compo-
nent, experiments on restrained worms are 
unlikely to provide a complete picture of how 
the motor circuit generates (and modulates) the 
undulatory waves necessary for crawling on sur-
faces or swimming through fluids. Experiments 
using traditional electrophysiology in freely 
moving worms are extremely challenging, but 
optogenetics presents two alternatives. Using 
calcium imaging to monitor muscle and motor 
neuron activity in freely behaving worms could 
provide critical data on how the circuit operates 
during normal locomotion. Even in the absence 
of knowledge of the underlying neural activity, 
targeted interventions in freely moving worms 
can also be revealing, as Leifer et al.2 demon-
strate by silencing only a portion of the ventral 
nerve cord motor neurons or body-wall mus-
cles, which does not change the anterior body 
wave but prevents its posterior propagation 
past the silenced region. More extensive data 
and their direct comparison with  competing 
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new approaches to modeling 
complex biochemistry
John A Bachman & Peter Sorger

Combining rule-based descriptions of biochemical reactions with 
agent-based computer simulation opens new avenues for exploring 
complex cellular processes.

A major challenge in modeling complex 
genetic and biochemical circuits is turning 
imprecise ‘word models’ (text and drawings) 
into precise mathematical statements suitable  

for computational analysis. Many biochemical 
processes common to eukaryotic signaling net-
works are remarkably difficult to describe and 
simulate with rigor and precision. Assembly  

of  multiprotein complexes or multisite post-
translational modification can create a very 
large number of distinct molecular species 
from interactions involving only a handful of 
gene products. Such ‘combinatorial complex-
ity’ exceeds the ability of conventional model-
ing methods to enumerate species and track 
their dynamics, leading to ad hoc assumptions 
about which types of interactions matter and  
which do not.

The network-free stochastic simulator 
(NFSim), described in this issue of Nature 
Methods1, is a new entry in an evolving class 
of general-purpose computational tools that 
addresses the challenge of combinatorial 
complexity by combining a rule-based repre-
sentation with agent-based simulation. In a 
rule-based representation, patterns of interac-
tion among proteins and other biomolecules 
are specified using a specialized computer 
language. By analogy to organic chemistry, 
only information important for a specific reac-
tion is included in a rule; all nonparticipating 
structures are left unspecified. A rule-based 
approach differs from conventional reaction-
centric models in which equations (commonly 
ordinary differential equations (ODEs)), one  
for every possible molecular species or complex, 
are enumerated to describe the time dynamics 
of the system. For combinatorially complex 
systems, equation-based models are hard to 
error-check, extend and reuse, in contrast to 
rule-based models, which are concise, compre-
hensible and easily extended. Research to date 
suggests that rule-based approaches enable sim-
ulation and analysis of classes of complex reac-
tions that would otherwise be intractable2.

Available rule-based modeling tools are dif-
ferentiated by the way they perform simula-
tions (Fig. 1). In BioNetGen3, the technology 
on which NFSim is built, a rule set is typi-
cally used to generate the full network of all 
possible chemical reactions, which are then 
simulated using ODEs or the stochastic simu-
lation algorithm of Doob-Gillespie4. However, 
for systems with a sufficiently high degree of 
combinatorial complexity, enumeration of 
all chemical reactions becomes prohibitively 
costly (as the authors1 of NFSim demonstrate, 
this can occur in simulations of multisite phos-
phorylation with as few as six to eight sites). 

To overcome this limitation, NFSim repre-
sents the system as a finite pool of interact-
ing molecules, or ‘agents’, and the simulation 
unfolds stochastically by the repeated action of 
the rules on the pool of molecules. Because the 
rules themselves are used to direct the simula-
tion, generation of the full reaction network 
is unnecessary. In this respect, NFSim adopts 
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We predict that within a decade these methods 
will be mainstream components of modern 
quantitative biology.
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simulation approach adopted by NFSim tames 
the problem of  combinatorial complexity by 
obviating the need to generate the entire reac-
tion network, this approach, as all agent-based 
approaches, is computationally very costly 
when the number of molecules, or more pre-
cisely the number of molecular interactions, is  
high (greater than ~104–106 molecules of each 
species, using current technology). Also, the use 
of NFSim’s features for multiresolution mod-
eling may preclude the application of power-
ful model checking6 and model reduction 
algorithms that have recently been described 
for ODE-based7 and rule-based8,9 models. 
Additional research is also required to deter-
mine the extent to which the flexible, hybrid 
models that can be encoded in NFSim remain 
analytically tractable. 

Rapid progress in the development of 
NFSim, Kappa, little b10 and related meta- 
languages for representing biochemical reac-
tions are the harbingers of an entirely new way 
of representing and studying cellular networks. 

an approach pioneered by Kappa, an alterna-
tive but closely related rule-based modeling 
tool that also uses a network-free simulation 
algorithm5. The NFSim authors1 demonstrate 
increased simulation efficiency over Kappa 
and other existing rule-based tools for a small 
set of example models, an improvement attrib-
uted to extensive software optimization.

Although rules are more intuitive and concise 
than systems of differential equations, existing 
rules have limited expressive power. For exam-
ple, if the activity of a multisubunit enzyme 
varies with conformation, a set of similar rules 
is needed for each distinct configuration of the 
enzyme. NFSim introduces ‘local functions’, a 
feature in which the rate of a reaction rule can 
depend on the properties of a protein complex 
in arbitrarily definable ways reflective of empiri-
cal data. The authors’ application of NFSim to 
the study of bacterial chemotaxis is a useful 
example of the benefits of this approach1 as 
their model could not be described using either 
a strictly ODE- or rule-based approach.

Quantitative information on even the best-
understood biochemical pathways is poor, and 
practical models of real biology usually include 
both mechanistic and nonmechanistic aspects. 
The functional rate laws in NFSim allow users 
to encode the kinetic relationships between 
model species in terms of arbitrary mathemati-
cal functions, including Boolean functions and 
conditional expressions (for example, ‘if inhib-
itor is off, turn synthesis of your favorite gene 
on’) that often correspond to current levels of 
experimental understanding. 

The ability of NFSim to blend a mechanistic 
representation of molecular interactions with 
mechanistically agnostic expressions enables 
‘modeler-driven coarse-graining’. For example, 
a precise model of cyclin degradation through 
the cell cycle could be embedded in a rule-based 
model without including detailed information 
on the biochemistry of protein ubiquitination; 
the actual degradation machinery would be 
simply represented as an abstract degradation 
equation. This approach differs from what could 
alternatively be called ‘model-driven coarse-
graining’, also known as model reduction, in 
which formal, analytical or numerical tech-
niques are applied to a detailed model to derive 
a set of simplifying assumptions that allow the 
dynamics of the original model to be retained.

The efficiency and multiresolution modeling 
features offered by NFSim, in combination with 
its accompanying Matlab tools for  parameter 
estimation and analysis of model output, make it 
a valuable general-purpose addition to the tool-
box of the biological  modeler. However, it is not 
without limitations: whereas the  agent-based 

Figure 1 | Modeling the assembly of a three-protein complex, ABC, using a rule-based approach.  
A and C bind B at independent sites (sites a and c, respectively), allowing the assembly process to be 
represented using only two rules. When the chemical reaction network is generated, these rules expand 
to four chemical reactions and six ODEs. In systems with sufficiently great combinatorial complexity, 
generating the full reaction network becomes impossible. NFSim allows the assembly process to be 
simulated using a pool of interacting molecules, which are represented computationally as ‘agents’. 
Changes in the state and connectivity of the agents are determined by the rules, and quantities of 
relevant molecular species are tracked during simulation.
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